Achieving multicolor photoluminescence especially white-light emission under mild conditions based on a single fluorescent compound is a great challenge. Herein, we report a novel colorful-emission host-guest complex BPCY, which is composed of a two-arm fluorescent guest molecule (BPC) and γ-cyclodextrin (γ-CD) as the host molecule. BPC bears a unique asymmetrical donor-acceptor-donor (D1-A +~D 2) type structure, where D1, A + , D2 stand for the binaphthol electron donor, pyridinium electron acceptor, and coumarin electron donor, respectively. The luminescence property of BPC shows dual-sensitivity, i.e. toward the excitation wavelength and the cyclodextrin host molecule. Under certain conditions the complex shows three different emission wavelengths allowing the realization of multicolor photoluminescence, including red (R), green (G), blue (B) and the various intermediate colors by orthogonally modulating these two stimuli. In this way, nearly pure white-light emission with CIE coordinates (0.33, 0.34) could be generated. A combination of structural, spectroscopic, and computational simulation studies revealed the occurrence of synergetic mechanistic processes for the stimuli-responsive multicolor luminescence of the BPCY complex, namely host-enhanced intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) and host-induced restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR). This new supramolecular complex with superior multicolor emission abilities may find wide applications in the fields of information processing and display media. Furthermore the molecular design rationale presented here may provide a new design strategy for the development of high performance optical materials using a single supramolecular platform.
INTRODUCTION
Noncovalent interactions, as widely employed in supramolecular chemistry, are increasingly used as a design tool to organize different types of molecules into unique architectures with precisely controlled structures and functions. 1 One of the fields where supramolecular chemistry may play an important role is the development of materials that display multicolor photoluminescence (PL) switching triggered by external stimuli. These materials have recently attracted a lot of research interest because they can be used in diverse applications, e.g. in logic gates, molecular machines, switches, and optical-sensors. 2 In particular, luminescent assemblies of molecules that can be tuned for whitelight emission are of major importance because of their potential applications in lighting devices and display media. 3 Indeed, many organic luminophores, taking aggregation-induced-emission (AIE) compounds as an example, show diverse light-emitting behaviors in different aggregation states which are normally controlled by concentration, temperature, solvent polarity, etc. 4 So far, several chemical systems have been successfully developed towards the goal of multicolor emission. They are based on small molecules, 5 polymers, 6 metal-organic framworks, 7 quantum dots, 8 and nanoparticles, 9 using e.g. photo irridiation, 10 solvent polarity change, 11 and mechano/thermal stimuli, 12 as control parameters. In this connection, supramolecular chemistry may open new avenues to the design of luminescence-tunable nanostructures, i.e. by taking advantage of the fact that the optical properties of the composite can be adjusted via noncovalent interactions. However, only very few supramolecular interactions, such as hydrogen-bonding, metalligand coordination, and π-π stacking, have been used to achieve photoluminescence tunable systems, especially white-lightemitting materials. 13 Nevertheless, most of the dual-emission systems can only alter the intensity ratio of the two emission peaks hence the luminescence color changes are generally limited, that is, only switching quasi-linearly from one spot to the other spot in the CIE chromaticity diagram is achieved. Otherwise, multicolor emission materials usually need the hybridization or doping of different fluorescent dyes.
In recent years, we have reported several color-tunable luminescent materials based on the tailored modification of core fluorophores by taking advantage of various mechanisms such as aggregation-induced-emission, 14 vibration controlled color change, 15 and electronic/structural relaxation induced multifluorescence. 16 We have also developed supramolecular systems with stimuli-responsive properties based on host-guest interactions between binaphthol (BN) derivatives, coumarins, and cyclodextrins (CDs). 17 The latter molecules consist of six (α-CD), seven (β-CD), eight (γ-CD), or more glucopyranose units and have become one of the most widely used building blocks in supramolecular chemistry due to the fact that their hydrophobic cavities allow the selective encapsulation of guest molecules in water. 18 Encouraged by these previous studies and with an intention to construct a PL tunable system through a supramolecular approach, we designed a novel two-arm donoracceptor-donor (D1-A +~D 2) fluorophore BPC, bearing a chiral pyridinium binaphthol moiety (PBN) as the electron donoracceptor moiety and a coumarin group at the end of each arm acting as the other electron donor and supramolecular binding unit. The latter groups are attached via flexible alkyl chains (Scheme 1). We show here that the PL emission wavelength and intensity of BPC can be orthogonally switched by changing the excitation wavelength and by applying host-guest interactions. In this way, we conveniently realized truely colorful PL emission including whitelight, using a single supramolecular host-guest complex.
RESULT AND DISCUSSION
Scheme 1. Synthesis of the multicolor-emission fluorophore BPC and the structures of reference compounds BPM, NPC, and PC.
Synthesis. (R)-(+)-1,1'-Bi(2-naphthol) (BN) was brominated at the 6,6' positions by reaction with bromine in dichloromethane at 0 o C to yield compound 2. Protection of the hydroxyl groups of 2 by bromoethane gave compound 3, which was subsequently converted into the PBN derivative 4 and afterwards deprotected to give 5 by using BBr3 at 0 o C in chloroform. The target product BPC with chloride as counter anions was finally achieved by coupling of 5 with alkoxyl coumarin 1, 17b followed by ion exchange (Scheme 1). The reference compounds BPM, NPC and PC were prepared using similar procedures as detailed in the Supporting Information (SI).
Binding studies. To obtain information on how the designed fluorophore BPC interacts with γ-CD and to study the thermodynamics of the host-guest interactions, we first performed UV-vis binding studies and constructed a Job plot based on the measured UV-vis absorption spectra (Figure S1 in SI). These experiments indicated that, BPC and γ-CD interacted in a 1:1 hostguest binding stoichiometry. Furthermore, isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) measurements were conducted in aqueous solutions. As shown in Figure 1a , these ITC experiments clearly demonstrated the occurrence of a strong 1:1 binding interaction between BPC and γ-CD in water with an association constant of Ka (3.3 ± 0.4) × 10 4 M -1 , while under the same conditions BPC did not show any binding affinity for β-CD ( Figure 1b ). The latter result is quite unexpected because the cavity of β-CD, although being smaller than that of γ-CD, is surely large enough to encapsulate the coumarin unit, 19 a result that is also confirmed by 2D ROESY NMR measurements. As seen in Figure S2 (in SI) BPC shows no interaction with β-CD, while strong rotating-frame nuclear overhauser effect (ROE) signals are found between the protons of the coumarin moiety of the reference compound PC and the internal protons of β-CD. Such a significant difference in binding behaviour is very intriguing and stimulate us to investigate in-depth the exact structure and binding properties of BPC, which will be discussed in the following sections. Further evidence for the formation of a 1:1 host-guest complex came from diffusion-ordered NMR spectroscopy (DOSY). The diffusion coefficients (D) for the guest BPC, the host γ-CD, and the 1:1 complex BPCY were measured to be 2.31 × 10 -10 m 2 /s, 2.53 × 10 -10 m 2 /s, and 2.15 × 10 -10 m 2 /s, respectively ( Figure S3 , SI). The small decrease in the diffusion constant of γ-CD upon binding BPC is consistent with the formation of a 1:1 complex as the calculated change in molecular weight (MW) ratio (MWhost / MWcomplex) from the measured D values, assuming spherical shape, stable density and viscosity, was found to be 0.61, which is close to the expected MW ratio based on a 1:1 complex (0.59). Final evidence for 1:1 host-guest complex formation, was provided by ESI-MS spectrometry ( Figure S4 , SI). A strong peak at 1085.7 corresponding to the [BPC+γ-CD-2Cl] 2+ ion was observed and further isotopic pattern analysis showed a perfect matching between the measured and calculated mass peaks for this double-charged 1:1 complex (Figure 2a and 2b) . The formation of a host-guest complex (BPCY) between γ-CD and BPC with a measured ratio of 1:1 means that we are dealing with either a 1:1 complex or the n:n aggregates. To verify these different possibilities, dynamic light-scattering (DLS) measurements were carried out. The average hydrodynamic diameters (DH) of BPC solutions containing various equivalences (equiv.) of γ-CD were recorded and compared. As shown in Figure 2c , the DH values almost remained constant when the amounts of γ-CD were changed from 0 to 10 equiv. Considering the amphiphilic structure of BPC and the size measured by DLS (ca. 20 ~ 40 nm), we suppose that there may be some kind of aggregates (such as micelles) in the BPC solution, and the independence of the DH value of BPC on the presence of the host molecule γ-CD indicates that the binding with γ-CD doesn't change the size much for these aggregates. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was used to visualize the aggregates. As shown in Figure S5 in SI, aggregates (micelles) with similar size and shape (20 ~ 40 nm) can be observed both for BPC and BPCY, indicating that the aggregated BPC can still interact with γ-CD and the binding with γ-CD doesn't change the size much for the BPC aggregates ( Figure S6 , SI), which is also in accordance with the DLS results. Next, the electrical conductivity measurement at various concentrations at 25 o C was conducted to determine the critical micelle concentration (CMC) of BPC. According to plot in Figure S7 in SI, the CMC was measured as around 4 μM, which rationalized the existence of aggregates in solution at 40 μM.
After a series of measurements and analysis presented in the flowing sections, we deduce that the BPC micelle is most likely a kind of loose and dynamic aggregate because no obvious interactions can be observed between BPC molecules in the ground and excited states in the experimental condition. We also demonstrated that γ-CD modulated the optical property of BPC solution by the same mechanism either in the dispersed or aggregated states of BPC molecules, so the luminescence behavior observed in this work is not induced by the aggregation of BPC, but mainly originates from the fundamental interactions in the single host-guest complex.
Structural characterization of the host-guest complex. Firstly, all NMR resonances of the guest BPC and the complex BPCY were unequivocally assigned with the aid of 2D NMR techniques including COSY, HSQC and ROESY ( Figure S8 -S13, SI). The intramolecular rotation of the BPC molecule appears to be quite restricted, as judged from the remarkable broadening of all proton peaks of BPC, after the addition of γ-CD ( Figure S8 and S12, SI). These signals gradually became sharper when the temperature was raised due to the enhanced molecular motion (Figure S14, SI). A similar restriction of intramolecular rotation (RIR) could be achieved by gradually reducing the temperature of the BPC solution itself, as indicated by the broadening of the proton signals in the NMR spectra ( Figure S15 , SI). To study the effect of concentration on the system, 1 H NMR experiments with BPC and BPCY at different concentrations in water were performed at room temperature. As presented in Figure S16 and Figure S17 in SI, all the peaks of the guest molecule BPC remained sharp even at the highest applied concentration of 1.0 mM, which is almost the saturated concentration of BPC in water. On the contrary, all the peaks of the complex BPCY maintained their broadness even at 0.05 mM, which is almost the lowest detectable concentration of this compound by NMR in water and close to the concentration used in the optical measurements (0.04 mM, vide infra). These results indicate that the broadening of the proton peaks in the NMR spectra is not caused by the intermolecular aggregation of BPC, but the result from the host-guest binding between BPC and γ-CD. In addition to these observations, the ROESY spectrum of BPC at room temperature (Figure S11, SI) showed some weak but clearly visible cross peaks between protons Hj, Hk of the pyridinium group and protons Hd, He of the coumarin group, which indicates the existence of ROEs between these protons. These ROE contacts indicate the adjacency of the pyridinium and coumarin units, which is quite remarkable since they are far away in the stretched BPC molecule (Scheme 1). Similar but stronger ROE signals were also found in the ROESY spectrum of the complex BPCY even at 60 o C (the temperature at which sharp peaks conductive to analysis could be obtained). As shown in Figure 3 , besides the correlations of Hj, Hk with Hd, He, and Ha with Hp, additional signals could be found between the protons of BPC and γ-CD. These abnormal correlations point to a self-folding structure, as visible in the simulated structure ( Figure 4 ) by density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) calculations (vide infra). As can be seen in Figure 4 , the coumarin groups fold back and stack with the PBN unit probably because of hydrophobic effects, π-π stacking, and donor-acceptor interactions. The size of this self-folded structure nicely matches the cavity of γ-CD leading to strong binding, which in turn enhances and fixes the self-folded conformation as indicated by the broad peaks in the 1 H NMR spectrum (Figure S12, SI). In order to get an idea about the direction of the encapsulation of BPC by γ-CD, the ROESY spectrum was analyzed more carefully. As shown in Figure 3 , the internal proton H3 near the wide rim of γ-CD is positioned close to the proton He of the coumarin and proton Hj of the pyridinium groups. On the other hand, proton H6 from the narrow rim of γ-CD is close to protons Hp, Hn, and Hm of the BN group. These results definitively confirm that the γ-CD is unidirectionally threaded onto the self-folded arm of BPC from its narrow rim. Due to the steric hindrance in the Vshaped molecule BPC, only one of the two arms of this moleculae can be encapsulated by γ-CD, although host exchanging between the two arms may exist. This pre-self-folded structure also reasonably explains the fact that β-CD could bind the coumarin group in the reference compound PC but not in BPC ( Figure S2 , SI). For comparison also, the one-arm reference compound NPC was further synthesized (Scheme 1). ITC experiments revealed a 1:1 stoichiometry in the binding interaction of this compound with γ-CD in water with an association constant of Ka (1.3 ± 0.1) × 10 4 M -1 ( Figure S18 , SI). Interestingly, similar ROE signals between the pyridinium naphthol (PyNOL) moiety, the coumarin group, and γ-CD in the 2D ROESY spectrum were observed ( Figure S19 , SI), clearly indicating the formation of a folded host-guest complex between NPC and γ-CD, similar to that of BPCY. To find out whether the donor-acceptor stacking between PBN moiety and coumarin group is still possible when they are separatly present in aqueous sollution, we mixed the reference compounds BPM and PC together with γ-CD in D2O, and recorded the 2D ROESY NMR spectrum. As can be seen in Figure S20 in the SI, only strong ROE signals between PBN and γ-CD, and negligible signals between coumarin and γ-CD were observed, while no correlations could be found between the PBN moiety and coumarin groups. These control experiments with the three reference compounds indicate that the flexible covalent linker between the donor and acceptor groups is necessary for achieving an effective intramolecular stacking, which is important for the subsequent encapsulation by γ-CD. The structure of the complex BPCY was also investigated by computational simulations (see SI for details). The geometries of BPC and γ-CD were optimized by DFT calculations using the hybrid B3LYP functional 20 and the double-zeta 6-31G(d) basis set. 21 The electrostatic potentials of the two molecules were calculated at the HF/6-31G(d) level of theory, from which partial atomic charges were derived according to the restrained electrostatic potential (RESP) procedure. 22 The bonded and nonbonded parameters were adopted from the general Amber force field (GAFF). 23 Preliminary simulations in aqueous solution showed that the coumarin groups of BPC tend to form π-π stacked structures with the naphthol unit, which is in accordance with the NMR observations. Based on this fact we constructed the 1:1 hostguest structure of BPCY for MD simulations in aqueous solution and the final structure of this 1:1 host-guest complex BPCY is shown in Figure 4 . Analysis on the interacting potential energies between BPC and γ-CD suggests that both van der Waals forces and Coulomb interactions stabilize the complex, in which the former play a more significant role ( Figure S21, SI) . In addition, hydrogen bonds are also formed between BPC and γ-CD, mostly between the coumarin group and γ-CD, and occasionally between the BN moiety and γ-CD ( Figure S22, SI) .
Optical spectroscopy studies. The experimental results and the computational simulations presented in the foregoing section have evidenced the formation of a 1:1 host-guest complex between BPC and γ-CD and have established the structure of this complex. In this section, the optical properties of this complex are presented. Figure 5 depicts the absorption spectra of BPC and the complex BPCY, as well as those of the reference compounds BPM and PC in aqueous medium. The spectrum of BPC shows three notable absorption peaks around 300 nm, 328 nm and 384 nm, which can reasonably be assigned to the chromophore pieces contained in BPC as compared to the reference compounds BPM and PC. In this connection, it is worth mentioning that the one-arm reference compound NPC exhibits an almost identical spectrum as BPC, but with half the intensity. A more careful comparison reveals that, although BPC is composed of a PBN unit and two coumarin groups linked by flexible alkyl chains, the absorption spectral feature of this compound is different from that of the sum of the two individual chromophores, i.e., BPM and PC. A remarkable red-shift was observed for BPC as compared to BPM, especially for the peak at ~384 nm, indicating the possibility of a charge-transfer process. 24 This red shift in the absorption spectrum was reproduced by TD-DFT calculations and can be explained by the frontier molecular orbitals in BPM and BPC. As shown in Figure 6a , the HOMO-1 and HOMO of BPM are almost degenerate, and so are the LUMO and LUMO+1. The occupied and virtual molecular orbitals of BPM are more localized at the BN group and the pyridinium ion, respectively, rendering possible a binaphthol -› pyridinium charge transfer (CT) character in the low-lying excited states. While the HOMO-1 and HOMO of self-folded BPC differ completely from each other because of the participation of the coumarin in HOMO-1 (Figure 6b) , the LUMO and LUMO+1 of BPC are localized at each of the pyridinium units. This leads to a greater extent of intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) in the low-lying excited states of BPC since the electron travels a longer distance in the HOMO -› LUMO+1 transition (Table 1) . Also because coumarin contributes to the HOMO-1, the low-lying excitations of BPC show mixed binaphthol -› pyridinium and coumarin -› pyridinium chargetransfer characters, leading to a red-shifted absorption spectrum with respect to BPM, which is in agreement with the experimental results. Furthermore, such a red shift could be reversed by increasing the temperature of the BPC solution, because the ICT process is weakened at higher temperature and also due to the structural transition from the self-folded state to the stretched state of BPC molecule which extends the distance between the donor and acceptor groups (Figure S23 , SI). In subsequent experiments, fluorescence measurements were carried out, first with an aqueous BPC solution in the absence of any host molecules. As shown in Figure 7a , the fluorescence spectra of BPC exhibit apparent broad dual emissions, recognized as the PBN group emission at a shorter wavelength (blue-green band) and the coumarin -› pyridinium ICT emission at a longer wave-length (red band). We found that the emission maximum of the higher energy band (blue-green band) shifted (from 465 nm to 518 nm) as a function of the excitation wavelength, while there was no significant shift for the red band emission peak (~ 635 nm). As can be seen in Figure 7b , the curve for the red band emission remains nearly horizontal when the excitation wavelength is changed, whereas the curve for the wavelength of the blue-green band emission first decreases followed by a gradual increase until the excitation wavelength of 360 nm is reached, after which it roughly remains stable. The maximum value of the shift is as large as 53 nm (corresponding to an emission color change from blue to green).
According to Figure 7a , the excitation controlled blue-green band shift is caused by two overlapping but noticeable emission peaks centered at circa 465 nm (blue band) and 505 nm (green band), suggesting the existence of two different excited states with different excitation energies. The blue emission is maximally excited at 340 nm, while the excitation maximum for the green emission is at 400 nm (Figure 7c) . To study the possible mechanism of this excitation-dependent dual emission behavior, a series of emission and excitation experiments was performed. Firstly, we measured the fluorescence spectrum of the coumarin derivative PC in water. When excited at the maximum excitation wavelength (320 nm), the aqueous PC solution was found to emit at 393 nm. A similar result could barely be observed for the aqueous solution of BPC (Figure 7a ) due to a possible Förster resonance energy transfer (FRET) or self-absorption quenching effect, as judged by the largely overlapping between the emission spectrum of PC and the excitation and absorption spectra of BPC (Figure S24, SI) . If we further consider the maximum excitation wavelengths of the blue-green emission bands (340 nm and 400 nm, Figure 7c ), we may conclude that these two emission bands are not caused by a coumarin monomer or its excimer. 25 Secondly, we compared the excitationdependent fluorescence spectra of BPM, NCP ( Figure S25, SI) , and BPC (Figure 7a ). We found that both the BPC and BPM displayed dual emission in the blue-green region when the excitation wavelength was changed, while the single-arm compound NPC only showed mono emission (green). This different behavior indicates that the blue emission most likely originates from the PBN unit. This is in line with the measured maximum excitation wavelength at 340 nm, which is also observed for analogous pyridinyl binaphthol compounds. 26 Hence, we tentatively assign this blue band as its locally excited state emission. Thirdly, we investigated again the excitation-dependent fluorescence spectra of BPM and NPC (Figure S25 , SI) and compared these with the spectra of BPC. A common emission (green emission, 505~510 nm) was found for all three compounds, indicating that a similar mechanism may be operative. Compounds BPM, NPC, and BPC, have one substructure in common, i.e. the PyNOL unit. This is a fluorophore with a typical charge-transfer characteristic feature (naphthol -› pyridinium), 24, 27 which was also supported by the TD-DFT calculations mentioned above. The CT character was further proved by the observation of a typical negative solvatochromism effect in the absorption and emission spectra ( Figure S26, S27, SI) . Both spectra were found to display a blue shift when the polarity of the solvent was increased. This behavior is in agreement with literature reports on pyridinium containing donor-acceptor molecules for which it is mentioned that the dipole moment decreases in the excited state. 28 Based on these results, it is reasonable to assign the green luminescence to an excited state CT emission. Based on the results discussed above, the blue-green color shift can now be rationalized by looking at the excitation spectra of the emission peaks. The relative intensities of these two peaks along with the red band emission intensity synergistically determine the shape and position of the apparent blue-green emission band. Figure 7c shows the excitation spectra of the blue (465 nm), green (505 nm) and red (635 nm) emission bands. When the excitation wavelength is below 350 nm, the intensity of blue band emission is stronger than that of the green emission, hence the BPC solution mainly shows blue emission. After 350 nm, the intensity of the green emission becomes predominant and the red emission also gradually becomes non-negligible, leading to a blue -> green -> yellow-green emission shift (Figure 8a ). This is a quite interesting phenomenon which enables us to achieve reversible emission color switching simply by changing the excitation wavelength without the addition of any chemicals.
In separate experiments, it was tested how the host-guest interactions affected the PL emission. To this end, the fluorescence spectra of aqueous BPC solutions were recorded when they were titrated with CDs of different size (α-CD, β-CD and γ-CD). As depicted in Figure 7d , the addition of α-CD and β-CD had no effect on the PL spectra of the aqueous BPC solutions, which is consistent with the results of the binding studies mentioned above. On the other hand, both emission peaks at 480 nm and 635 nm, especially the red band, were clearly enhanced when 1 or more equivs. of γ-CD were added. Such a remarkable enhancement of PL intensity again illustrates that efficient supramolecular interactions are present between BPC and γ-CD and that the coumarin -› pyridinium charge-transfer process is greatly enhanced due to the involvement of γ-CD. Hence, we may conclude that according to the fluorescence measurements the guest molecule BPC shows a good size-selectivity for CDs as also reflected by both ITC and NMR experiments. Figure 7e shows the fluorescence spectra of aqueous BPC solutions titrated with γ-CD when excited at 400 nm, where both the blue-green band and the red band emission are maximally excited. In the absence of γ-CD, the spectra show a green emission peak (~505 nm) as well as a very broad and weak ICT induced red emission peak (~635 nm) with a Stokes shift as large as 235 nm , which both dramatically increase in intensity when the amount of γ-CD is increased. The fluorescence intensities of the two peaks versus the amounts of γ-CD are plotted in Figure 7f . As can be seen, the intensity of the red emission increases very rapidly between 0 and 1 equiv. of γ-CD, after which the curve roughly levels off, which is in agreement with the 1:1 binding stoichiometry confirmed above. The curves for the peaks at ~505 and ~635 nm display different increasements as a function of added γ-CD, indicating the different effects that are induced by the host-guest complexation. When γ-CD captures one of the self-folded arms of BPC, the distance between the donor and the acceptor groups inside the cavity is shortened, thus favouring the charge-transfer process, as indicated by the further red-shift of the absorption peak ( Figure 5 ). Furthermore, the lower polarity in the cavity of the γ-CD, compared to bulk water, consequently decreases the nonradiative rates in the ICT state. 29 All these facts, resulting from the encapsulation process, effectively reduce the nonradiative deactivation of the excited states, leading to the remarkable enhancement of the ICT emission (almost 10 times stronger according to the intensity at 635 nm when 10 equiv. of γ-CD is added, Figure 7e, 7f) . Meanwhile, the hydrogen bonds between γ-CD and the hydroxy groups of binaphthol, the van der Waals forces between the host and the free arm of the guest, and the steric effect may also restrict the intramolecular rotation (RIR), forming a more rigid construction, as a result of which the blue-green band emission is also enhanced although not as effectively as the red band. It is of interest to compare the results discussed above with those obtained for the one-arm reference compound NPC, which cannot display RIR effects on the chiral axis. Upon binding with γ-CD, a similar red emission enhancement was observed as for BPC, but at the expense of the green band emission (Figure S28, SI) , due to the change in the CT process from naphthol -› pyridinium to coumarin -› pyridinium CT processes. As a control, we also measured the concentration-dependent fluorescence and UV-vis absorption spectra of the guest molecule BPC itself. As shown in Figure S29 in the SI, the shape and position of the peaks in the fluorescence spectra did not change much when the concentration of this compound was increased from 1.0×10 -6 M to 5.0×10 -4 M, which is 12.5 times larger than the concentration used for the experiments displayed in Figure 7e . The concentration independence of the fluorescence spectra indicates that the excited states of BPC don't change from the dispersed state to the aggregated state. In addition, to see whether the binding between γ-CD and the dispersed BPC molecule will exhibit different fluorescent characteristics or not, compared with the aggregated state (Figure 7e ), we also measured the fluorescence spectra of BPC solution at very low concentration (1 μM, below CMC) and titrated with γ-CD. As shown in Figure S30 in SI, although the fluorescence intensity is relatively low at such dilute solution, the trend is the same as observed in the concentrated solution, that is the intensities of both the blue-green band and the red band emission are enhanced by the addition of γ-CD in an analogous way. Therefore the mechanisms for the emission, and the interactions between the BPC molecule and γ-CD should be the same in the dispersed and aggregated states. Hence the fluorescent property is not likely coming from the aggregated material but from the fundamental interactions in the single host-guest complex between BPC and γ-CD. Moreover, the absorption spectra of the BPC solution did not show any red-shift when the concentration was increased from below CMC to above CMC (1 μM ~ 80 μM, Figure  S31a , SI), which was different from the effect of adding γ-CD. Further, the absorption intensity at 384 nm increases linearly with the increase of concentration ( Figure S31b ). Hence these solutions perfectly fit the Beer-Lambert law in the measured concentrations, which is a rule for solutions that without obvious interactions between solute molecules. As a result, we reasonably deduce that the aggregates may be loose and dynamic, and the aggregation does not cause any obvious interactions between BPC molecules at the electronic ground state in our experimental condition. The concentration independences of both the fluorescence and absorption spectra indicate that the interesting optical behavior of BPC is not the result of the formation of either an intermolecular excimer or another ground state aggregate, but originates from the BPC molecule itself and its host-guest binding interactions with γ-CD.
Stimulated by the observed dual-mode tunable PL emission (i.e. by the excitation wavelength and γ-CD), we finally measured the fluorescence spectra of aqueous BPC solutions in an orthogonal fashion, i.e. by using various amounts of γ-CD (0 ~ 10 equiv.) and different excitation wavelengths (300 ~ 440 nm). Hundreds of scans were performed and all the luminescent color coordinates were calculated and plotted in the CIE 1931 chromaticity diagram. As can be seen in Figure 8a , the aqueous solutions of BPC and the complex exhibit amazing colorful emission capacities, i.e. red (R), green (G), and blue (B) colors, as well as the intermediate colors (yellow, orange, etc.) can be achieved by applying specific conditions. Several examples of the obtained luminescence photographs are shown in Figure 8b . Notably, almost pure whitelight emission (0.33, 0.34) could be realized when BPC was combined with 0.5 equiv. of γ-CD and excited at 300 nm (see the coordinates in Figure 8a ).
It is well known that chiral luminescent compounds and materials may display circularly polarized luminescence (CPL). 30 Given the fact that our compounds possess a chiral binaphthol moiety, we investigated the CPL properties of BPC and BPCY in aqueous solution. As shown in Figure S32a in SI, BPC exhibits a CPL signal at the main emission band centered around 505 nm with a degree of circular polarization glum = -(1.0  0.1)  10 -3 . The latter dissymmetry ratio is defined as
where IL and IR are the intensities of the left and right circularly polarized fluorescence emissions, respectively. This dissymmetry ratio glum for the fluorescence can be compared to the dissymmetry ratio gabs = -0.5  10 -3 , calculated from the long wavelength absorp-tion band in the circular dichroism (CD) spectrum of BPC ( Figure  S33 , SI). The similarity in sign and magnitude of these dissymmetry ratios is consistent with the idea that the main fluorescence band of BPC originates from an excited state related to the twisted rigid arms in the PBN moiety. We found that upon addition of γ-CD, the chirality of the ground state only changed a little according to the CD spectra, simultaneously, the circular polarization effect in the above mentioned emission band was also largely maintained ( Figure S32b ). For the long wavelength emission band near 635 nm we measured a vanishingly small degree of circular polarization. This observation is in line with our assignment above, i.e. that the emission originates from the excited state charge transfer from the flexibly linked coumarin unit to pyridinium group, which does not directly involve the binaphthol core.
CONCLUSION
We have successfully constructed a unique host-guest system, which is composed of γ-CD as the host and a two-arm self-folded D1-A +~D 2 type fluorophore BPC containing a PBN unit and a coumarin group at each arm linked by flexible alkyl chains as the guests. Detailed ITC, DLS, 2D NMR, MS, and spectroscopic studies along with molecular dynamics simulations revealed that BPC can form loose and dynamic aggregate at concentration above 4 μM in water. γ-CD can form host-guest complex with the aggregated state as well as the dispersed state of BPC molecules in aqueous solution a 1:1 stoichiometry. We confirmed the optical behavior observed in this work was not induced by the aggregation of BPC, but mainly originated from the host-guest complex between BPC and γ-CD. This complex has a distinct asymmetric structure in which the γ-CD host captures one of the arms of the guest from its narrow rim side to fit this molecular in a V-type geometry. A variety of supramolecular interactions, including hydrophobic effects, van der Waals interactions, Coulomb interactions, and hydrogen bonding synergistically stablize the complex. Aqueous solutions of the complex between BPC and γ-CD exhibit apparent dual-emission bands, namely a blue-green band and a red band, which can be modulated in a dual mode fashion by varying the excitation wavelength and the concentration of γ-CD. The proposed operation mechanisms of the host-guest system is based on spectroscopic studies and frontier molecular orbital calculations. Although multicolor emission has already been achieved successfully with inorganic luminescent complexes, especially quantum dot hybrid materials, we believe that supramolecular chemistry may offer another approach to materials exhibiting multicolor and white light emission. An advantage is that these supramolecular materials can be easily modified and may display multi stimuli-responsive properties due to the dynamic nature of noncovalent interactions. The rationale behind the molecular design and the host-guest complexation reported here may not only provide important insights in donor-acceptor and host-guest interactions but also inspire scientists to construct other advanced optical materials by supramolecular approaches. Furthermore, the unique multicolor emission including red (R), green (G), blue (B), and the various intermediate colors, especially white-light emission, which is achieved using a single supramolecular host-guest complex, may hold promise for applications in the fields of information processing and display technology.
